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Abstract
Cancer is a complex pathology involving different genes and cellular pathways. A combination of treatments with 

different targets is thus required to eliminate cancer cells. This review deals with a new potential therapeutic approach: 
inhibiting a single RNA degradation pathway so as to inhibit tumorigenesis by acting on different cellular processes 
and on the expression of various genes. Also discussed is the re-expression of various genes: tumor suppressor 
genes harboring a nonsense mutation, NMD-silenced oncogenes, and genes inducing a specific anticancer immune 
response. Lastly, putative limitations of cancer treatment by NMD inhibition are addressed.
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Introduction
Cells have developed quality control mechanisms to ensure that 

gene expression is accurately performed. One of them, called nonsense-
mediated mRNA decay (NMD), targets for fast decay mRNAs harboring 
a premature termination codon (PTC) due, for example, to a nonsense 
mutation [1-7]. NMD prevents the synthesis of truncated proteins that 
are inactive or potentially deleterious. Unfortunately, it also results 
in degradation of nonsense-mutation-harboring mRNAs encoding 
truncated proteins that should retain partial or total wild-type activity. 
Nonsense mutations are responsible for about 10% of genetic disease 
cases, including some forms of cancer [8]. Inhibiting NMD has become 
an attractive therapeutic strategy for some cases of genetic disease and 
might also be a suitable therapeutic approach for cancer [7]. Over the 
last decade, several molecules have been identified as NMD inhibitors 
[9-13]. These inhibitors could be interesting as anticancer agents, as 
they might affect tumorigenesis in three different ways, detailed below.

Restoring the Capacity of a Cell to Enter Apoptosis
Cancer can be initiated by different events and notably by 

mutations impairing the expression of tumor suppressor genes. Among 
these mutations, nonsense mutations have been found in variable 
proportion according to the tumor suppressor gene and/or cancer 
type. For instance, nonsense mutations represent about 7% of the 
mutations affecting the TP53 gene when about 41.5% of those affect 
the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene [14]. These mutations 
impairing the functions of tumor suppressor genes favor tumorigenesis 
by inactivating cell proliferation gatekeepers and apoptotic cell death 
inducers, which makes them cancer driver mutations [15]. In addition, 
the absence of the function linked to one tumor suppressor gene can 
be responsible for forms of cancer that resist chemotherapy, since the 
cancer cells lose some of their ability to initiate apoptosis.

A possible anticancer strategy involving NMD inhibition would 
be to target a nonsense mutation in a tumor suppressor gene and 
thus restore expression of the mutant tumor suppressor gene. The 
NMD inhibitor could be used alone or in combination with a PTC-
read through approach, in order to synthesize, respectively, either 
a functional truncated protein or a full-length protein. PTC-read 
through allows translation of the complete original open reading frame 
despite the presence of a PTC, through introduction of an amino acid, 
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instead of termination, when the ribosome reaches the PTC. PTC-read 
through can be activated by members of the aminoglycoside family and 
other, unrelated molecules [16-18]. Restored expression of the tumor 
suppressor gene should either make the cell sensitive to chemotherapy 
or trigger apoptosis directly as a result of accumulation of deleterious 
mutations and/or impairment of cellular processes. NMD inhibitors 
and read through-activating molecules have already been identified and 
have demonstrated their capacity to rescue the expression of nonsense 
mutation containing p53 mRNA in different cell lines [12,13,19].

Expressing PTC-containing mRNAs with Apoptotic 
Activity

Cancer cells are known to accumulate mutations [20,21], some 
of which interfere with splicing or cause a frame shift, for example. 
These mutations can lead to the presence of a PTC in the open reading 
frame and hence to activation of NMD, so as to prevent the synthesis 
of truncated proteins. If NMD is inhibited, the truncated proteins are 
synthesized and some of them could exert a deleterious action. Cell 
death might even be enhanced, since apoptosis causes NMD inhibition 
through caspase cleavage of the central NMD factors UPF1 and 
UPF2 [22,23] and the resulting cleavage fragments can in turn induce 
apoptosis. This leads to an amplification loop likely to prevent leaving 
the cell death pathway. 

Inducing an Anticancer Immune Response
As described above, cancer cells accumulate mutations [20,21] and 

notably PTCs through frame shift mutations and splicing interferences. 
When a PTC is present, inhibition of NMD results in the synthesis of 
a truncated protein with a modified C-terminal part. For instance, any 
intron retention due to a mutation at a splice site generates a peptide 
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sequence encoded by the intron sequence up to the first stop codon. 
As a normal cellular process, a fraction of all proteins are degraded 
to small peptides to be presented at the cell surface to immune cells. 
The C-terminal part of a mutant protein presented at the cell surface 
should be recognized as a non-self-antigen and should thus activate 
an immune response targeting cells producing the mutant protein, i.e. 
cancer cells [24]. Inhibiting NMD could thus be an attractive way to 
elicit a specific immune response against cancer cells.

Putative Limitations of NMD Inhibition for Cancer 
Treatment

A major challenge in establishing a therapeutic approach is to 
predict possible side effects. Often molecules bind to several different 
targets. Multiple-target affinity is now well known and used increasingly 
to repurpose old drugs for new applications. In most cases, however, it 
leads to side effects that are difficult to anticipate and generally show 
up in long-term in vivo studies or clinical trials. When the molecular 
mechanism targeted by the therapy has been studied in detail, as 
has NMD for more than 30 years, some particular problems can be 
anticipated. For instance, inhibition of NMD through down regulation 
of NMD factors is reported to activate autophagy [25]. As autophagy 
is necessary for tumor growth, one might expect NMD inhibition to 
be ineffective as a cancer treatment. Yet some of the methods used to 
inhibit NMD, such as the use of various chemicals, do not appear to 
trigger autophagy (Jia and Lejeune, unpublished data).

It is also reported NMD inhibition can favor cell survival by 
activating the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress response. In 
particular, it stabilizes natural NMD substrates such as ATF4 mRNA, 
encoding a stress responsive transcription factor [26] and IRE1 α−
mRNA, encoding a component of the unfolded protein response 

pathway [27]. Yet in cells harboring a nonsense mutation in the tumor 
suppressor gene TP53, p53 rescue and cell death have been found to 
result from combined NMD inhibition and read through activation. 
Hence, an anticancer effect appears obtainable even in the presence of 
ER stress [13]. In addition, some molecules are reported to stabilize 
PTC-containing mRNAs without affecting the expression of natural NMD 
substrates, probably because of low NMD inhibition efficiency [11,12].

Conclusion
Inhibition of NMD in cancer cells can restore expression of PTC-

containing tumor suppressor genes, allow the synthesis of harmful 
truncated proteins in cancer cells (which show an increased rate of 
mutation), and cause induction of an anticancer immune response 
(Figure 1). As all three effects can occur simultaneously, inhibiting 
NMD could be an effective way to impair tumorigenesis by stimulating 
cell processes such as an immune response, apoptosis, or another type 
of cell death. Molecules inhibiting NMD have been identified and used 
on cultured cells, with encouraging results [9-13,22,23,28,29] (Table 
1). The effectiveness of this approach needs to be demonstrated in vivo 
with a view to moving it into clinical trials and ultimately proposing 
it as a new form of cancer therapy. As this form of cancer therapy has 
never been attempted, its side effects are not known and one can only 
speculate about them. The method used to induce NMD inhibition 
should be crucial to preventing the activation of cell defenses such 
as autophagy or the ER stress response, and investigators seeking to 
develop this therapeutic approach will have to make sure that these 
cell defense pathways are not activated. It will be necessary to weigh 
carefully the risks and benefits for the patients. Although investigators 
have been exploring inhibition of NMD as a basis for cancer therapy for 
only a few years, the promising results obtained on cultured cells justify 
current attempts to develop it further.

Figure 1: The triple effect of NMD inhibition on cancer cells. Left panel: a cancer cell harbors a nonsense mutation in a tumor suppressor gene (small red star in DNA 
molecule). The inhibition of NMD allows the translation of the truncated tumor suppressor protein or if the NMD inhibition occurs in combination with a PTC-read through 
approach, of a full length protein. The expression of the tumor suppressor gene provides sensitivity to apoptosis. Middle panel: Cancer cells accumulate mutations 
(small red stars in the DNA molecule) leading to the introduction of PTCs. Inhibition of NMD allows the synthesis of the truncated proteins encoded by PTC-containing 
mRNAs. Some of these proteins are expected to have harmful activity leading to the cell death. Right panel: Cancer cells accumulate mutations (small red stars in the 
DNA molecule) generating the synthesis of proteins with modified C-terminal end (red line) due to an intron retention introducing a PTC, for instance. A fraction of these 
proteins are degraded into small peptides that are presented at the cell surface to the immune cells. The abnormal C-terminal end of the proteins is then recognized as 
non-self-antigens and will elicit an immune response against these cancer cells.
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Compound name Structure Reference

Cyclohexidine [28]

Emetine [28]

Puromycine [28]

Caffeine [9]

Wortmannin [9]

NMDI 1 [11]

Pateamine A [10]

Amlexanox [12]

NMDI 14 [13]
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5-azacytidine [29]

Doxorubicin [23]

Staurosporine [22]

Apoptosis Activator 2 [22]

Table 1: Current reported inhibitors of NMD.
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